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Noodle Rx  
 

This low-impact workout was created to accommodate students of various heights and fitness 
levels in a shallow-water class. The first segment focuses on creating class content with 
grounded moves and the other two segments demonstrate how incorporating a noodle provides 
creative challenges and reduced impact. 
40-minute workout features four segments. 

 Segment 1 starts with a warm-up that features some impact and then transitions into 
lower body series of grounded/anchored moves. The noodle is not utilized in this 
segment. 

 Segment 2 is all about the upper body. The noodle is used in various positions to 
perform buoyant resisted exercises that target the upper extremities. 

 Segment 3 targets the core with a variety of noodle positions and exercises. 
 Segment 4 features a final stretch using the noodle. 

It is important to help your students use buoyancy effectively. Going through anchored, level II 
and suspended work on the noodle, used on different parts of the body, is very challenging for 
many students, and can take time to become comfortable with. Taking the time to educate them 
about how we get an eccentric and concentric contraction (lengthening and shortening phase) 
in our muscle fibers, can give their body an all around effective and efficient workout. 
 

Noodle Recommendations: medium density noodle that is pliable. The white/Hydro-fit medium 
to heavy density noodles do challenge participants to increase resistance in class. However, the 
lighter noodles are better for some students with arthritis or hand/wrist issues. 
 

Segment 1: Warm-up/Anchored Lower Body     
 

Jog in 3’s  
Hamstring curls with bicep/tricep 

Tire jumps 

TWISTS 

JJ alt front/back arms 

JJ with TUCK 

Oblique tucks side-to-side 🡪 level III 
Alternating front kicks 

Alternating back kicks 

Alt front kicks 

Alt back kicks 

CC 

CC level III 
 

GROUNDED KICKING SERIES: (EACH LEG!!) 

Side to side SLIDES for inner/outer thighs 

Karate kick side-to-side 🡪  
Karate Kick ADD = pull DOWN  
3 kicks: back – front – back & down  
ABDuctor push OUTS 

Diagonal kick outs (Curtsy lunge) – start slow – speed up  
Drums PUSHING DOWN 🡪 

PULLING UP! (Make a Capital W) 

Inner heel sweeps – 8 on each leg 
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Segment 2:  Noodle Upper Body 
 

Hands shoulder width on noodle in front of body 

Tap knee to noodle 

Grounded circles under water 

Forward plank with straight-arm pull downs 

Straight-arm pull down with tucks  
Alt straight leg kickbacks 🡪 

Slowly start to move noodle side to side 

Jump Rope 
 

ARCH noodle to hold ends  
CC – Level II (Don’t move noodle) 

CC Level II with tucks 

LEVEL III CC  
Start moving noodle while suspended 

Front to back shoot through with arched noodle 
 

Hold Noodle like a straight paddle, hands at the ends 

Kayak forward (alternating pull backs on right and left side) 

Kayak backward (alternating push forwards on right and left side) 
 

 

 Move noodle behind back (ON FOREARM) 
Begin to tricep push down with tucks  
Keep tuck and turn legs into LEV II CC 

LEVEL III CC neutral arms 

ADD twist with noodle – bringing opposite hand to opposite knee 

Squeeze noodle behind back with JJ 
Grounded: Arms pumping & squeezing together behind the back 

 

 

 Hold noodle in Left hand, arm straight down 🡪  
SLOW extend the Right leg Front & Back 🡪 Level II CC w/TUCK 

LEVEL III CC neutral noodle arm 🡪  
Side lying CC using right arm at surface (Advance = Right arm straight up) 

Grounded split stance (Right leg forward) 🡪 Left arm Lat pull down 
 
 

 Repeat on Right side (NOODLE in Right hand) Using LEFT leg 
 

Segment 3:  Noodle Core 

 Under foot/feet 
Leg press (ARM OPT: assist, across chest or overhead)  
Hold leg at 90 degree @ hip & knee for turnouts 🡪 

Keep leg turned out 🡪 Leg press 

BOTH feet on, Lev II & pump – keep knees parallel 🡪 SWITCH LEGS!  
 

 

 Kneeling (hooked on ankles & toes touching) 
Kneeling obliques (sculling hands) 

Kneeling with pumps, extended arm with relaxed wrist (Pilate 100’s) 

Kneeling start to pull forward 4 counts & push back 4 counts 
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 Noodle behind back (Reverse Plank) 
ROCKET straight leg kicks (lightly touch floor each time) 

Twist opposite hand to knee with straight leg drops 

Abdominal teaser – squeeze straight legs together & use abs to bring toes to surface & 
then abs slowly pull the legs back down  

 

 

 CIRCUIT: Rocket Kicks with TWIST (30 sec) & Touchdowns: (30 sec)  
 Keeping hands on the ends of the noodle, bring both feet up off the floor as you tuck 

knees into chest, extend legs out in front, open close the legs and then tuck knees 
back in and use abs to touch back down. (Tip: Tuck chin & look down) 

 Seated (swing) - CIRCUIT 2X 
Leg swings (knees stay parallel) 

Pelvic tilting HOLD for 3 sec @ each side (feet touching below hips) 

Back to Leg swings  
Pelvic tilting HOLD for 3 sec @ each side (feet touching below hips) 

 

Segment 4:  Noodle Stretch 
 

 

 Noodle under heel – stand up tall and allow noodle to stretch back of leg 
 Turn leg out to the side for inner thigh stretch 
 Rotate around the back of the body 🡪 bend knee & stretch out front of quads 
 SWITCH LEGS!  
 Noodle at surface = CIRCLE OUT the ankle in each direction & then FIGURE 4 stretch (Foot 

over the other knee to stretch out hip) = REPEAT on other leg 
 

 

 ARCHED over head = INHALE reach up 🡪 Exhale RIGHT 🡪 Inhale center 🡪 Exhale LEFT 🡪 
Inhale center 🡪 Exhale bring noodle to surface  

 SLIDE noodle on surface = INHALE center 🡪 EXHALE twist RIGHT 🡪 INHALE center 🡪 
EXHALE twist LEFT = REPEAT 2x 

 EXHALE round the back – noodle extends forward on surface 🡪 INHALE & stand up and 
arch = repeat 2x 

 SHOULDER ROLLS 
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